
FEARLESS QUESTIONING (I) COLD CALLING
All teachers ask questions. Our questioning needs to have an impact on securing deeper learning for
all students in our classes. However, how often do we think deeply about how and why we ask
questions? Fearless Teachers attempt to change their habits and Fearless Learners understand the
importance of questioning. This Spotlight is the first of a series that looks at our repertoire of
effective questioning techniques.
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Name the approach ‘’ok everyone, we’ll cold call this question: What are the main reasons
for….’’

Students know you will not accept hands up or calling out
It signals to students to be prepared with their answers
Demystify our questioning ~ explain cold calling and why we do it

Ask a question aimed at everyone
Everyone has a change to consider the answer

Makes all students think
Provides feedback to us about how well things are going
Allows us to sample responses strategically
Allows you to choose who answers
Keeps the whole class involved

Cold Calling

5 - 30 seconds
Allows students time to think in silence
Scan the room checking for focus

 

Use your knowledge of the students to select someone to respond
Consider asking a diffusing question: “Ella, what were you thinking?’
Make it safe for errors, doubts and misconceptions to surface

 

Good answer given ~ follow it with a probing or processing question ‘’yes, that’s
really good, which method did you use’’ ‘’can you give me another example’’....
If the answer isn’t quite right, respond with something like ‘’good try….but that's not
quite right’’ before re-teaching directly or via another student. Say It Again Better is a
useful strategy 

Turn questions into short exchanges

Same question - different student
Extension question
Anyone can be asked
Scan the room ~ all students know they can be asked

Purge the precursors / do not
accept ’this might not be right

but...’’
 

Taken from ''Teaching
Walkthrus'' ~ Sherrington and
Caviglioli


